Abstract-Schema matching is the problem of finding relationships among concepts across heterogeneous data sources (heterogeneous in format and structure). Schema matching systems usually exploit lexical and semantic information provided by lexical databases/thesauri to discover intra/inter semantic relationships among schema elements. However, most of them obtain poor performance on real world scenarios due to the significant presence of "non-dictionary words". Non-dictionary words include compound nouns, abbreviations and acronyms. In this paper, we present NORMS (NORMalizer of Schemata), a tool performing schema label normalization to increase the number of comparable labels extracted from schemata 1 .
I. INTRODUCTION
Schema matching is a critical task in many areas such as data integration, data warehousing, e-business and semantic web applications. Most existing schema matching systems try to find semantic relationships on the basis of the lexical and semantic information associated with the schema labels by exploiting external resources such as thesauri or lexical databases [1] , [2] (e.g. WordNet (WN) [3] ).
The strength of a thesaurus (like WN) is the presence of a wide network of semantic relationships among word meanings (synsets in WN) such as synonymous relationships (defined between two labels that are synonymous) and hyponym/hypernym relationships (defined between two labels where the one is more specific/general then the other). Starting from these semantic relationships, it is possible to infer a corresponding semantic network of relationships among the labels of different schemata. The weakness of a thesaurus is that it does not cover, with the same detail, different domains of knowledge and many domain dependent words, as "NonDictionary Words" (NDWs), may not be present in it. NDWs include abbreviations, acronyms and Compound Nouns (CNs). The results of schema matching systems (i.e. the discovered relationships) is strongly affected by the presence of NDWs in schemata. Thus, a process of schema label normalizationable to expand acronyms and abbreviations (in the following abbreviations) and to semantically enrich a thesaurus with CNs-is needed.
Without schema label normalization two kinds of errors may occur during the schema matching process: discovering a wrong relationship (i.e. false positive relationship) and missing a right relationship (i.e. false negative relationship). The first one decreases precision, while the second one decreases recall 2 . To give an intuition of the problem, let us consider the example in Figure 1 , which shows the schemata of two simple data sources (a relational database and an XML file) to be matched. These schemata contain many non-dictionary CNs (e.g. "CustomerName") and abbreviations (e.g. "QTY"). Let us consider the two labels "amount" of the "PurchaseOrder" schema and "QTY" (abbreviation of "quantity") of the "PO" schema. Without expanding the second label we cannot discover that there exists a synonymous relationship between both labels; this leads to a false negative relationship. Moreover, let us consider the two labels "CustomerName" and "CLIENTADDRESS" in the sources "PurchaseOrder" and "PO" respectively. Both CNs do not have an entry in WN. For discovering a relationship between these two labels, we might consider the WN meanings associated to the single words "Customer" and "Name", "CLIENT" and "ADDRESS" separately. In this way, we discover a synonymous relationship between them, because the terms "Customer" and "CLIENT" share the same WN meaning. However, this is a false positive relationship because those CNs represent "semantically distant" concepts.
A manual process of label normalization is laborious, time consuming and itself prone to errors. Furthermore, when the number of schemata is very large or dynamically growing, a manual process is not feasible. To the best of our knowledge, in literature, there are no automatic or semi-automatic tools that support designers in the label normalization process. Most schema matching systems overlook the presence of NDWs or assume they have been a-priori solved. Although, [4] , [5] , [6] address the issues of abbreviations and CNs, they provide partial solutions or solve the problem in a nonscalable way. Another way to overcome the problem of limited amount of useful schema information and meaningless schema labels (as in the case of presence of several NDWs) is the use of instance-level schema matching techniques [1] , which exploit only data instances, and do not consider the schema information at all. The main drawback of these approaches is that there are several situations where data instances are not available due to security reasons or restricted authorizations.
Starting from our previous work on label normalization in the context of data integration [7] , we present NORMS, a stand-alone tool performing schema label normalization. The main innovative features of NORMS are: (1) it allows to expand abbreviations and to enrich WN with CNs in an automatic way; (2) it provides a GUI that supports the designer during the normalization process and allows him/her to enhance the automatic results by correcting potential errors; (3) it provides, as additional feature, the possibility to automatically annotate the schema elements w.r.t. WN; (4) its output can be exploited by several matching applications.
In the following, we describe the NORMS architecture and we quantify the normalization quality and the amount of saved manual effort by applying NORMS on different real world data sets.
II. NORMS OVERVIEW
NORMS is composed of four main modules (see Figure 2 ): (1) Wrapper, (2) Schema Label Normalizer, (3) Lexical Annotator, (4) Output Generator. A modular architecture enables reuse and composition of single functionalities. In the following, we describe the input and output of each module and the interaction among them. A detailed description of the methods implemented in these modules can be found in [7] , [2] .
Wrapper extracts the schemata to be normalized by the NORMS tool. Using the GUI the designer can upload one or more schemata from a number of sources: relational database (SQL Server, MySQL, ODBC and Oracle), XML and OWL. Each schema is logically converted into the internal object language ODL 3 3 .
Schema Label Normalizer processes schemata from the wrapper in the following phases: (1) Label Preprocessing, (2) Abbreviation Expansion and (3) Creation of New CN Meanings. Figure 3 illustrates an example of the normalization process applied on the label "DeliveryCO", showing the input and output of each phase.
Phase 1. Label Preprocessing automatically selects and tokenizes the labels to be normalized. The tokenized labels 3 ODL 3 is an extension of the standard ODMG-ODL (http://www.odbms.org) to deal with semi-structured data sources, and its semantic is based on a description logic (including OWL-DL). are further classified into three groups: abbreviations, CNs, and CNs containing abbreviations. For instance, the schema label "DeliveryCO", as shown in Figure 3 , is tokenized in two single words "Delivery" and "CO" and classified as a CN that contains the abbreviation "CO". By using the GUI the designer can modify the automatic results. In particular he/she can: select if a label has to be normalized, correct tokens and indicate whether a label is a CN and/or contains abbreviations.
Phase 2. Abbreviation Expansion automatically performs the following steps: (1) searches for potential expansions for a given abbreviation; (2) scores the relevance of the potential expansions; (3) combines the scores and suggests the topscored expansion. In order to identify potential expansions, NORMS exploits four expansion resources: Local Context (LC), Complementary Schemata (CS), Online abbreviation Dictionary (OD), and Local abbreviation Dictionary (LD). For example, for the "CO" abbreviation contained in "DeliveryCO", the local context is its schema "PurchaseOrder" and the schema "PO" is the complementary schema. LD is initially bootstrapped with standard schema abbreviations from schema design guideliness for the OTA standard 4 . The GUI allows the designer to enrich the dictionary with nonstandard abbreviations that are specific for the schemata under normalization. As OD NORMS uses "Abbreviations.com". For instance, for the abbreviation "CO" the following expansions are identified: (a) from OD {"Company", "Colorado", and "Check Out"} (b) from LC no results, (c) from CS schemata {"Company"}. For each identified expansion , NORMS computes a combined score ( ) ∈ [0, 1] and ranks the expansions accordingly. NORMS suggests the top-score expansion but it also allows designers to select, by using the GUI, the correct expansion among also less scored ones. As shown in Figure 3 , for the abbreviation "CO" the tool suggests the expansion "Company". The score ( ) is computed by combining scores from the single resources: where , and are equal to 1 if is found in the given resource or 0 otherwise; and is computed as described in [7] . + + + = 1 are the weights of resource relevance. NORMS uses as default weights = 0.4, = 0.3, = 0.2 and = 0.1. These weights were selected after an evaluation of the abbreviation expansion phase on several real schemata. The weights can also be manually set up by the designer through the GUI.
Phase 3. Creation of New CN Meanings. A CN is a word composed by more than one word called CN constituents: a head noun and one or more modifier (adjective or noun) which restrict the meaning of the head. It is used to denote a concept, and can be interpreted on the basis of the meanings of its constituents. This phase can be summed up into two automatic steps: (1) CN interpretation via semantic relationships; and (2) creation of a new CN meaning in WN.
CNs are interpreted to enrich WN with non-dictionary CNs. The interpretation of a CN is the task of determining the semantic relationships holding among its constituents. NORMS annotates each CN constituent with its corresponding WN synset, by using the Lexical Annotator module (described in the following) and then performs automatic CN interpretation by using the set of nine semantic relationships (CAUSE, HAVE, MAKE etc.) defined by Levi in [8] . For example, (see Figure 3 ) let us consider the label "DeliveryCompany", its constituents get annotated w.r.t. WN and then the CN is interpreted with the MAKE relationship: "Company" MAKE "Delivery".
At the end NORMS creates a new WN meaning for the given CN. It creates the gloss 5 to be associated with the CN, starting from the relationship associated with it and exploiting the glosses of the CN constituents. For instance, the glosses of the constituents "Company" and "Delivery" are joined together according to the relationship MAKE. Then, the new meaning for the target CN is inserted in the WN thesaurus by creating WN relationships with the other WN meanings. By using the GUI, the designer can correct the automatically created meaning. In particular, he/she can: specify the correct Levi relationship for the interpretation; modify the gloss; add, delete or edit the relationships between the new and other WN meanings.
Lexical Annotator uses the CWSD (Combined Word Sense Disambiguation) algorithm [9] to annotate each label with a corresponding WN synset. CWSD exploits the structure of schemata together with its element lexicon in order to discover the "right meaning" (synset in WN terminology) to be associated to each label. As described before, this module is used to perform CN interpretation but can be used also to automatically annotate the normalized schemata. This additional feature is important as some schema matching applications can take advantage also from the annotation information. The GUI allows the designer to correct the automatic annotations.
Output Generator exports all the results of NORMS in portable formats, so they can be directly used as input in schema matching systems or several other applications that utilize the semantic and/or lexical information associated to schema labels. Those applications include: data exchange, web interface integration, ontology alignment, data warehousing, web service integration etc. The module generates the following files: (1) the original sources with expanded abbreviations: a file for each source where each abbreviation has been replaced with the selected expansion; (2) the mapping files: a textual file for each source that contains the mapping between the original schema elements labeled with abbreviations and the new expanded labels; (3) the WN files enriched with CNs: WN files updated with the new created CN meanings 6 ; and (4) normalized annotated schemata: a file containing the ODL 3 normalized schema annotated by the Lexical Annotator module w.r.t. WN. By using the GUI the designer can choose to export only the files he/she needs.
III. PERFORMANCE AND HUMAN EFFORT EVALUATION
We extended the initial evaluation of our normalization method presented in [7] , by testing NORMS on five real world data sets: GeneX, Mondial, Amalgam, TCP-H and PurchaseOrder 7 . We performed the evaluation starting from the default configuration where the designer does not perform any initialization tasks (i.e. no specific abbreviations manually inserted in LD and default abbreviation weights). NORMS performed well on the whole set of NDWs present in the schemata: it achieved 76% of precision and 66% of recall and then 71% of F-measure on average. However, in all data sets the recall value was affected by the presence of NDWs, such as "In Proceedings" or "sea 2" that our method is not able to normalize, as containing digits and prepositions (future work).
As the goal of NORMS is to provide an effective tool to improve the performance of semantic and lexical schema matching applications, we used the output of NORMS as input of the MOMIS data integration system [2] . The use of NORMS brought a significant improvement in the number of correct semantic relationships (synonymous and hypernym/hyponym relationships) discovered among heterogeneous schemata: from 62% to 82% in precision and from 53% to 77% in recall (and then from 57% to 79% of F-measure). Without schema label normalization, MOMIS obtained: a low precision due to the presence of a lot of false positive relationships; a very low recall as a lot of relationships between schema elements labeled with abbreviations were not discovered.
One of the major requirement for an automatic or semiautomatic tool is to reduce the amount of manual work. For this reason, we evaluated the amount of human effort that is possible to save by using NORMS. In general, human effort may be divided in pre-processing (i.e. system parameter configuration) and post-processing effort (i.e. in our case, the correction of the automatic normalization results). Starting from the default configuration, we may assume the preprocessing effort equal to zero.
To approximate how much post-processing effort is possible to save by using NORMS, we adopted the Accuracy measure used in [10] to estimate post-matching effort. It can be defined as
, where, in our case, is the number of false negatives (i.e. unnormalized labels requiring normalization), is the number of true positives (i.e. correctly normalized labels) and is the number of false positives (i.e. incorrectly normalized labels). In this way, we obtained an average Accuracy, over the five data sets, equal to 45%. However, according with [10] , Accuracy is very pessimistic if compared to F-measure (71%) and NORMS may be "more useful" than what this measure predicts: first of all, Accuracy does not address semi-automatic normalization, in which the user interacts with the GUI by adjusting the single results step by step; moreover, it assumes equal effort to remove false positives and to add false negative normalizations, although in our case, the effort to remove or to correct a false positive normalization (e.g. the selection a wrong expansion for a given abbreviation) is considerably less than the effort to add a false negative (e.g. to manually add a new CN in WN).
IV. DEMONSTRATION
We have implemented the NORMS as an Adobe AIR 8 desktop application by using Adobe Flex 4 (for the GUI) and Java (for the business logic). We chose Flex technology because it makes creation of complex and well designed GUI an easy task and it can be easily deployed as a front end of Web application for normalization (our future work). Finally, Java and Flex applications are platform-independent. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the GUI of NORMS. It is divided in three main parts: an action menu (on the top) providing the list of actions for the normalization process, a schema panel with an intuitive tree representation of the wrapped schemata (on the left), and a set of tabs, one for each normalization phase (on the right). The whole normalization process requires a low level of human interaction, and the main operations are provided through these tabs that allow a designer to run and control the process and the results. The goal of our demonstration is to show how NORMS can be used in a real-world scenario to improve the results of schema matching. For this reason, we will use the real-world schemata used during the evaluation (see Section III).
The demonstration will start by uploading the schemata of the sources, thus taking advantage of the several standard formats supported. Next, we will show how the designer can manually configure parameters like the expansion resource weights (see Section II). We will run the normalization process in two modes: fully automatic and interactive. The latter allows to run normalization phase by phase and control the output of each phase. We will show how using the GUI a designer can edit the outcome of the tool: add, delete and update results for each single label. For instance, in the tab "Abbreviations", shown in Figure 4 , the tool allows the designer to select one of suggested expansions or insert a new one. Finally, we will demonstrate how NORMS improves the performance of schema matching, by running the MOMIS data integration system on both original and normalized schemata.
